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Results

Once the input images were taken, pieces were scaled using linear transformations to control piece size. Pieces

were aligned using a second derivative edge detector. Corners were identified using a second edge detector.

Pieces were then assembled using a dual objective optimization algorithm designed to maximum with the

neighbor piece while minimizing overlap.

Future Work

Future work includes refining the assembly algorithm to accommodate larger and more complex puzzles, 

including puzzles with non-rectangular pieces. In order to get more speed increases, further algorithm 

optimization or a combining current work with feature detection could be used. Work could also be done to 

improve the robustness of our process.

Project Overview

The traditional jigsaw puzzle a simple example of optimally connecting planar regions. With the invention of fast

computers and smarter algorithms, better puzzle solvers can be made. Previous papers and projects have

investigated various methods of feature, shape, and gradient detection; our project focuses successful silhouette-

based piece detection and identification. A focus on high quality images, algorithmic efficiency, and puzzle

completion was stressed.
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